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Aramid fiber case,
Leather cover,
Bluetooth keyboardt.



All in one plus something special for iPad Pro 12.9"
Aramid fiber case + Leather cover + Bluetooth keyboard
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The aramid fiber boasts a quality that is five stronger than steel while 
not sacrificing its light weight. It also retains its original condition which 
can withstand temperatures above 400 degrees Celsius. This fiber is 
widely associated with highly regarded products such as bullet-proof 
vests, spacecraft surfaces, fiber optic cables, etc. Also known as 

「magic thread」, it is non-conductive and not 
affected by electromagnetic waves. This 
means that it is widely used by major mobile 
carriers as a material for the body of Motorola 
smartphones, genuine cases for Samsung 
smartphones, etc.

ALL IN ONE.A - ARAMID FIBER CASE

ALL IN ONE.B - PREMIUM LEATHER COVER

ALL IN ONE.C - BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD

The finely woven 1500D aramid fiber has 
considerable tensile strength and durability 
as it is difficult to produce, so it's sure to be 
the best way to protect your iPads.

Tiktaalik currently available in three colors that are Black, Blue and 
White. The briefcase style cover has an exterior of high-quality leather 
while also having a world class Chamois in its interior. In regards to 
quality and luxury, we boast that it is incomparable towards other 
inexpensive products.

The three colors of the Tiktaalik, which are Black, Blue, and White, will 
make you feel popular and luxurious in them, as well as help your style 
look great.

The Detachable Bluetooth keyboard enhances productivity with the 
iPad Pro. The LED light is bright enough for any user to do tasks in 
difficult situation or dark environments. The Shortcut keys make any 
task easier than ever.

To insure durability and longevity, we have completed over 3 million 
stress tests. The Bluetooth connectivity is strong, so the keyboard will 
connect to your iPad Pro fast and stable
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Tiktaalik, available in three colors, further enhances your sense of fashion.
The briefcase style cover, made of high-quality leather, is also made of
a world-class Chamois inside. It is incomparable in quality to inexpensive 
products and is very luxurious. Tiktaalik makes your iPad stand out in 
the eyes of people, anywhere in the office, school, outdoor, etc.

FASHIONABLE : SIMPLE & LUXURIOUS

The removable keyboard makes the iPads Pro even more productive. 
The back-light facilitates any kind of work even in dark environments, 
and the breathing light mode, which changes to 7 colors, is enough to 
draw people’s attention. Functions frequently used on the iPad can be 
used quickly via keyboard shortcuts. The Bluetooth keyboard, which 
has been tested with press tests 3 million times, improves the standard 
of your iPad further.

CONVENIENT
: VARIUS FUNCTIONS & DIFFERENTIATION

An extraordinary point of TIKTAALIK is that it offers super safe effect by 
inbuilt Cu+ film of keyboard. Customers can enjoy iPad Pro under safe 
environment.

SOMETHING SPECIAL : ANTI - VIRUS

MORE SAFER : DOUBLE PROTECTION

The brightness of the LED light can be changed in 3 levels and 7 colors. 
You don’t have to worry about performing tasks in the dark. A variety of 
keyboard shortcuts allow you to perform tasks at a faster rate.

What do office workers, students, and the general public touch the most 
with their hands throughout the day? It is a keyboard. A lot of germs, 
bacteria or viruses are passed to the users’ hands. Tiktaalik is the first 
Bluetooth keyboard that uses a Cu+ film. Use your iPad keyboard more 
safely. Double protection with leather cover and aramid case protects 
your iPad from various shocks.

Bluetooth keyboard of TIKTAALIK is patent pending.

Leather cover and chamois inside well matched each other and it will 
meet your taste of lifestyle.

COLOR :       Black,       Blue,       White

Shortcut key is designed for iPad pro and it brings you another levels 
of uses.

The aramid case and premium leather cover will give you dual protection 
on your iPad Pro.

Cu+ film will keep the TIKTAALIK Bluetooth keyboard safely.

SHORTCUT KEY

: SPECIFICATION
Effective Range : 10m
Charging Time : 3 ~ 4h
Working time : 282h(10h with full LED)

Battery capacity : 650mAh
Size  283*228*18(mm)
Weight   550g
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